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Introduction 
This article draws on a review of close to 100 articles from various cultural studies 
journals to provide a necessarily partial and subjective overview of the floating signifier that is 
African cultural studies. We identify African cultural studies as a floating signifier because its 
meaning can vary and is in fact in process of being established.  In geographical terms, for 
example, one could identify African cultural studies as cultural studies work undertaken on the 
African continent (a form of or better yet critical alternative to African Studies).  Alternatively, it 
could be conceptualized much more expansively to include both the continent and the African 
diaspora. To add race to spatiality, some would identify African cultural studies as necessarily 
multiracial and multiethnic, inclusive of all the racial and ethnic groups that are represented on 
the continent (and for some, in the African diaspora as well). On the other hand, some would 
take up African cultural studies as inclusive of a multiplicity of ethnicities but racially restricted 
to Blackness; in other words African cultural studies as an international version of Black Studies.  
In terms of discourse and curriculum, some would take up the global content of cultural studies 
(which is dominated by Euro-American work) that is studied in Africa as African cultural studies 
(in other words cultural studies in Africa as African cultural studies), whilst others would insist 
that it is African texts, broadly conceptualized, that constitute African cultural studies (African 
works as African cultural studies).  While we do not take a definitive, exclusivist stance on the 
conceptualization of African studies in this essay, we do favour a continental conception over a 
broader global one and so address regional characteristics and work (i.e. North, South, East and 
West African cultural studies) and themes (e.g. continental African feminism/womanism and 
sexuality).  We do address a more globalized Africana cultural studies, but rather than taking it 
as given we address it as a problematic, with considerable emphasis on the continent (e.g. 
cultural studies work on Pan-Africanism).  The often unstated assumption about the relationship 
between the continent and the West is that Africa is at best a source of cultural raw material to 
which Western theory is applied to make meaning.  We eschew this taken for granted 
relationship between Africa and the West and instead take as our premise the reconception of 
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Comaroff and Comaroff (2012) about theory emanating from the South, that in fact Euro-
America is evolving toward Africa.    
We reviewed articles published in cultural studies and related journals, including Critical 
Arts, Cultural Studies, the Journal of Pan African Studies, the Journal of African Cultural 
Studies, the Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies, Eastern African Literary and Cultural Studies, 
the Review of African Political Economy. African Studies, African Studies Review, Feminist 
Review, Agenda, the International Journal of Cultural Studies, the European Journal of Cultural 
Studies, Inter-Asia, Cultural Studies Review, among others.  From a very wide range of issues 
and themes we have chosen to represent work on three broad, particularly prominent themes 
namely, ideological debates on continental-diasporic African-ness in the world; continental 
regional contributions to the making of African cultural studies and the institutionalization of 
African cultural studies.  The ideological debates on continental-diasporic African-ness are 
further broken down into three sub-themes, namely Pan-Africanism and Afropolitanism; 
Afropessimism and Afrofuturism and African feminisms/womanism and African sexualities.  
The theme of regional African cultural studies is addressed in five sub-sections; Southern Africa, 
North Africa, East Africa, and West Africa, and the ambivalent case of and for a new African 
project.  Finally, we address institutionalization of cultural studies in Africa in five sub-sections: 
the establishment of academic journals; the politics of taking “the centre” the university; tensions 
between local and transnational organizing; representation in media and popular and folk culture; 
as well as continental and diasporic African intellectual work.     
1. Ideological debates on continental-diasporic African-ness in the world 
African cultural studies is taken up here as a form of African studies and a contribution to global 
cultural studies (Wright, 2016). We highlight three ideological debates about continental-
diasporic African-ness in the world: the first being the dual case of Pan-Africanism and 
Afropolitanism, the second the case of Afropessimism and Afrofuturism, and the third case 
involving African feminisms and African sexualities.  
1.1 Pan-Africanism and Afropolitanism 
There is a long tradition of positioning African-ness in the world, most progressively 
represented by Pan-Africanism’s provision of a genealogy and a map of trans-continental 
politics. In its various intellectual and political discourses, Pan-Africanism emphasizes a double-
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stickiness: first, the togetherness of an African continent with connected cultures, histories and 
futures (e.g., Kamwangamalu [1999] used a sociolinguistic perspective of ubuntu for a sense of 
Pan-African connection); second, the inseparable flux between continental and diasporic 
African-ness (e.g., Dunn & Lewis (2011) revisited the Caribbean leadership in fashioning Pan-
Africanism movements and the close intellectual and activist collaborations across continents). 
Pan-Africanism has an intellectual genealogy which, in its most pronounced articulations since 
19th century, includes writers and activists such as Marcus Garvey, C.L.R. James, and Peter 
Abrahams. It embodies political visions which are deeply embedded in anti-colonial and anti-
racist struggles: proposing a generalized African homeland as a foundational base for variously 
marginalized diasporic Africans, necessitating a strong sense of African self-determination, and 
aiming for liberation for black people in the world. In affirming the global impact and political 
potential of Pan-Africanism, a 2011 special issue on Critical Arts considered the Caribbean 
leadership in shaping the Pan-Africanism movements from the 19th and through large parts of the 
20th century, while revisiting the close collaborations between Caribbean leaders and Africanists 
from the United States, England and from the continent of Africa itself in “forging the alliances 
of resistance that hastened the arrival of decolonisation and civil rights in the affected countries 
and regions … such as the Haitian Revolution and the Rastafari Movement of Jamaica, whose 
indelible imprints extended from their origins in the Caribbean to audiences and activists all over 
the world” (Dunn & Lewis, 2011, pp.467-469).  
In another African diasporic context of Afro-Brazil, Afolabi (2012) revealed the “Pan-
African consciousness” of Márcio Barbosa, Paulo Colina and Salgado Maranhão who used 
poetry and short stories to reflect the historical context of labour migration, urban slavery, and 
exploitation. For these writers, Pan-African consciousness has to do with an ethos of human 
struggles for liberation, and a local-global linkage of exploitation, in this case inseparable from 
the “very urban nature of slavery in Brazil, especially in the geo-economics and politics of 
Coffee in São Paulo, Sugarcane in the Northeast, and Gold in Minas Gerais, ensured the post-
emancipation location of African descendants in the urban areas” (p.52). Recently, in a 
theoretical exploration of Pan-Africanism’s origin and current relevance, Kasanda (2016, p.180) 
offered several historical stages of Pan-Africanism movements in the world: from Edward W. 
Blyden (1832–1912) and his call for black people’s solidarity, to some Pan-Africanist founding 
fathers and their respective theories including Booker T. Washington (1856–1915) and his idea 
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of black people’s accommodation; Anna Julia Cooper (1858–1964) and the issue of value; 
Marcus Garvey (1887–1940) and his call for ‘Africa to Africans’; W.E. Du Bois (1868–1963) 
and notions of the Talented Tenth, his defence of integration and the achievement of black 
people’s rights, and further to the appropriation and subsequent transformation of Pan-
Africanism by its continental and diasporic African heirs such as Kwane Nkrumah and Frantz 
Fanon. Based on a careful reading of these various protagonists of Pan-Africanism, the author 
suggests that “the defence of both black people and culture is not an end in itself”, and Pan-
Africanism – despite the ups and downs – retains a current political and global relevance for it is 
a movement that “aims at delegitimizing and even at dismantling a social, political, and 
economic order based on the negation of the epiphany of multiple figures of humankind…[a 
movement that] aims at supporting everyone’s right to human dignity and humanizing life” 
(p.193). A most recent example of reinvigorating the intellectual, transnational vibes of Pan-
Africanism is found in a historical examination of W.E.B. Du Bois’ interactions with Ethiopian 
government representatives who went to America during the first half of the 20th century (Rose, 
2019). 
The evocation of Pan-Africanism movements and aspirations is a political strategy – for 
some, it is a strategy to focus on people “who are forgotten or excluded from Afropolitanist 
thinking and its worldview”, namely, “those who do not have any language skills, higher level 
education, enough financial resources in order to travel all over the world, as well as to have 
access to consumption society and globalization’s flows” (Kasanda, 2016, p.193). This point 
leads us to a consideration a more recent articulation of Africaness in the world: Afropolitanism, 
which was examined and debated in a 2016 special issue on the Journal of African Cultural 
Studies (Coetzee, 2016). Afropolitanism triggered aesthetic and political debates around a new 
African diaspora, and how one might position African-ness in one’s own identity and in the 
world, including those who first used the term – Achille Mbembe (2005)’s piece 
“Afropolitanism”, published as part of the edited collection Africa Remix: Contemporary Art of a 
Continent that accompanied the touring exhibition of the same name, and Taiye Selasi (2005)’s 
popular text “Bye-Bye Babar”, typically interpreted as a festive party piece with a Fela Kuti 
remix soundtrack. In a way, Afropolitanism could be seen as a relatively new and quite 
commercialized discourse which was embraced by some for its naming of, and advocating for, 
global mobility, celebration of hybridity, openness to differences, and anti-essentialism (e.g., 
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Eze, 2014, 2016). Simultaneously, many have strongly criticized Afropolitanism for its class-
elitism, commercialization, neoliberal agenda, and political diversion from urgent issues for 
many living in the margins of the African continent and its diasporas (e.g., Dabiri, 2016; Ede, 
2016).  
For those who favoured the idea of Afropolitanism, especially among new generations of 
African diasporas who occupied relatively secured and privileged positions in the West, the idea 
and its associated reality provided a sense of self-identification and openness to global cultures. 
The most enthusiastic proponent of Afropolitanism (Eze, 2014, 2016) celebrated its 
reinvigoration of cosmopolitanism (which remains a Greek and heavily European conception), 
African hybridity with European-ness, Asian-ness, and other diversities in the world (though in 
Afropolitanism there tends to be little strategic distinctions in seeing these different forms of 
hybridity), and a reconceptualization of universality as global openness to and inclusion of others 
– for example as “the idea expressed in the Igbo proverb: Ife kwulu, ife akwudebe ya – where 
one thing stands, something else stands beside it” (Eze, 2016, pp.117-118) . On the one hand, 
these could be seen as a move towards what some called “a new ethics of being” about African-
ness, with a declaration that “we are Afropolitans not because we move from one city to another, 
but because we are capable of occupying several cultural spaces and relations from which we 
define who we are. Our self-definition does not seek to exclude; rather it seeks to include” (Eze, 
2016, p.117). On the other hand, this Afropolitan movement of self-definition is politically 
different from, for example, the Garveyean “Africa for Africans”: Afropolitanism is a soft, 
universal narrative that tends to downplay or divert from a foundational premise of African 
resistance to colonialism and imperialism, while emphasizing a premise of what some call 
“humanistic stance” (ibid., p.116) beyond the solidarity of blood and soil.  
For those critiquing or even refusing the term Afropolitanism, this uneasy position came 
with an insistence on the fact that “Africa” and being “African” already have meanings of 
diverse cultures, immense hybridity, intra/inter-continental migrations, global capacity and 
vibrancy which do not need a new fancy name such as Afropolitanism: for example, Kenyan 
writer Binyavanga Wainaina delivered a plenary address “I am a Pan-Africanist, not an 
Afropolitan” at the 2012 African Studies Association of the UK conference (Santana, 2016). But 
one of the most substantial critiques was in Dabiri (2016)’s article titled “Why am I (still) not an 
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Afropolitan?” in which the author pinpointed the crux of the matter: “[w]hile Afropolitanism 
may go some way in redressing the balance concerning Africans speaking for themselves, the 
problem lies in the fact that we still do not hear the narratives of Africans who are not 
privileged” (p.105, original emphasis). These privileges have to do with social class locations, 
global mobility, social capital, and who has access to what forms of global commercialized 
cultures. If one pushed these frontiers further, Afropolitanism could be seen as directly involved 
or complicit in new kinds of global exploitation, as “one of the latest manifestations of such a 
planetary commerce in blackness. … It seems as though, having consumed so much of black 
American culture, there is now a demand for more authentic, more virgin, black cultures to be 
consumed. Demand turns to the continent where fresh resources are ready to be extracted” (ibid., 
p.105). One example in this regard is in the contemporary African youth cultural production of 
Naija Boyz’s YouTube videos (Strong & Ossei-Owusu, 2014): while it is the production of an 
increasingly cosmopolitan tech-savvy generation of Nigerian diasporic youth in the U.S., it 
might also signal a new instance of “Afroexploitation” – exploiting African representations for 
commercial gains in the creative industries, yet the gains are largely disconnected from the local 
conditions and cultures being appropriated in Africa. There is ambivalence on how 
Afropolitanism might relate to agency as well as exploitation, and though “the African continent 
continues to be plagued by political and economic instability, the field of culture is one cause for 
optimism, as African youth, more than ever, are cultivating a spirit of ethnic, national, 
continental, and/or racial pride through popular culture, even when there is a disconnect between 
this realm and the social and political sphere (Strong & Ossei-Owusu, 2014, pp.200-201). 
Does this mean that Afropolitanism has progressive political potentials for the marginal 
majorities, beyond the affirmative politics mostly for a global mobile and hybridized self? As 
Dabiri (2016, p.106) asked, “while Afropolitans talk about what it means to be young, cool, and 
African, are many of them concerned with addressing the world beyond their own social 
realities, to the issues that concern other Africans?” Ede (2016) critically expanded the 
perspective of Afropolitanism, first in critiquing its tendency of alienation from African context 
and issues of inequalities, second in conceptualizing it in more politically progressive ways. 
First, Afropolitan and a similar Francophone notion of Afropean “share an equal weight in 
existential and psychic alienation from the idea of Africa … both emphasize a transnationalism 
that is more invested in globalization and divorced from the history of social, economic and 
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political inequality and lack of human agency, which led to that globalization” (p.98). Second, 
the phenomenon of Afropolitanism has become “a cultural instrument of black political agency” 
amongst a small percentage of the intellectual, creative, artistic and sometimes business and 
professional sections of a black metropolitan population”, but the gains of self-affirmation are 
accrued to the cultural producers, and have neither significantly transformed nor transgressed 
social class divisions, as a “larger black migrant population and diaspora, which does not possess 
symbolic capital and therefore lacks this same social and class mobility, is still marginalized” 
(p.88). In other words, if we want to retain Afropolitanism, it has to be invested much more in 
the politics for the margins, for those living on the underprivileged edges of the societies, “in 
order for the condition of Afropolitanism to jettison its elitist tendency and to enable rich 
theoretical, and more progressive, ideological gains” (Ede, 2016, p.88).  
So far, the debates around Pan-Africanism vs. Afropolitanism are mainly contestations 
around who and what to prioritize in the new continental-diasporic flux of African-ness: Pan-
Africanism prioritizes the ongoing relevance of anti-colonial, anti-racist, and class struggles, 
while Afropolitanism has some global commercial popularity and the affirmative power of self-
definition.  Pan-Africanism, at times, is considered inadequate by some Africans who want to 
claim highly hybridized identities and who can afford to live a cosmopolitan life in Western 
contexts. A most recent argument in the debates, exemplified by a study of the lived experiences 
of Afro-Caribbean and West-African black Londoners (Ankobrey, 2019), is that one cannot 
present a single story of Afropolitanism, and that Pan-Africanism and Afropolitanism are 
“constructed and deconstructed in both diverse and overlapping ways” (p.332).  
1.2 Afropessimism and Afrofuturism 
Beyond or beside the Pan-Africanism vs Afropolitanism debate lies a different but 
interrelated debate around Afropessimism vs. Afrofuturism, about different evaluations of 
African-ness, about how we picture different futures of Africa and African people in the world. 
In a special issue of Critical Arts, de B’béri & Louw (2011) among others provided a genealogy 
of Afropessimism as a discourse connected to economic development initiatives, practices of 
representation and contemporary policymaking. At its core, Afropessimism is about a ranking 
system, where “Africa has been fixed in an external gaze that ranks Africans badly” and one 
needs to start the task of “unpacking the pessimistic genealogy of discourse that has been so 
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undermining of the continent’s future” (ibid., p.345). In other words, Afropessimism works as a 
developmental discourse – almost always under the naturalized guise – that essentializes 
African-ness in negativity (societies in deep problems, states run by poor leaders, in need of 
better governance, etc.). As de B’béri & Louw (2011) argued, Afropessimism “produces the 
meaning that something is wrong with Africans. The heart of this discourse derives from the fact 
that Africans are failing to live up to a set of criteria generated by Westerners who want to 
develop Africa. Specifically, Westerners want Africa to function socially and economically in 
such a way that the continent would mesh neatly into the globalised economy built by Europeans 
and Americans over the past two centuries” (p.337). One way we could begin to address this 
issue is to de-naturalize the discourse: for example, as Bassil (2011) argued, in the case of British 
imperial construction of Africa as the ‘dark continent’, it is “only during the time of the 
expansion into black Africa in the late-19th century that British perceptions of the barbarity, 
backwardness, idleness and inferiority of black Africans congealed into a discourse that largely 
subverted positive and ambivalent perceptions that Europeans had long held, dating as far back 
as the era of the Ancient Greeks” (p.377). Today, in its extreme forms, Afropessimism works as 
a neocolonial discourse, positing that that, at worst, “Africa is hopeless and cannot be fixed” (de 
B’béri & Louw, 2011, p.336) and at best, almost any hopeful African future would be dependent 
on the will, assistance, directions and indeed the very conditions of global powers such as “the 
West, the UN, or China.” Much remains to be done and undone here, as this Afropessimistic 
“state of mind” (ibid., p.337) is inseparable from the reality of global power hierarchies of 
nation-states that have investments in Africa.  
For some, the answer to the question of how to create a self-determined future for Africa 
and Africans lies in Afrofuturism: a literary strategy and a political vision, in particular, a way of 
black African storytelling through music, science fictions, and other creative efforts that is 
creative and affirmative. Thinking critically about the ‘race’ question is critical in Afrofuturism: 
for example, some argue that while “early Afrofuturists were concerned primarily with the 
question of whether or not there will be any future whatsoever for people of color, contemporary 
Afrofuturists assume that in the future race will continue to matter to individuals and entire 
civilizations alike (Yaszek, 2006, p.43). Yaszek (2006) considered Afrofuturism broadly as “an 
extension of the historical recovery projects that black Atlantic intellectuals have engaged in for 
well over 200 years. … As a popular aesthetic movement centered on seemingly fantastic tropes 
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such as ‘the encounter with the alien other’ and ‘travel through time and space,’ Afrofuturism 
holds the potential to bring the Afrodiasporic experience to life in new ways” (p.47). But what 
exactly is the potential, in movements of Afrofuturism which were growing from Afrofuturist 
music in the 1940s and 1950s and increasing allying with the science fiction community since 
the 1960s and 1970s?  Afrofuturism’s present potential lies in its potential to resist the “future 
industry” being constructed by big science, big business, and mainstream global media which 
together produce visions of tomorrow that are not promising for Africa, Africans, and many 
Afrodiasporic people. To fight these dystopic futures, Afrofuturist artists firstly use the 
vocabulary of science fiction to demonstrate ongoing black struggles, and secondly create a 
different future – to “disrupt, challenge, and otherwise transform those futures with fantastic 
stories that move … between blackness as a dystopic relic of the past and as a harbinger of a new 
and more promising alien future” (ibid., p.48).  
The development of Afrofuturism is well represented in a publication that addresses, 
variously, United States Black cultural studies, Black religion, and the Black church – namely, a 
special issue of the journal Black Theology on “Afrofuturism in Black Theology – Race, Gender, 
Sexuality, and the State of Black Religion in the Black Metropolis” (Dean & Andrews, 2016). 
First, this issue situates Afrofuturism in the field of Black cultural studies, with its theories and 
scholarship “heavily influenced with particularities in science fiction, speculative fiction, new 
media, digital technology, the arts, and Black aesthetics all situated and focused on the continent 
of Africa, the Diaspora, and its imaginaries” (ibid., p.2). Second, it shows that Afrofuturism 
could be, and needs to be used as a tool to examine the meanings of Black life as expressed in 
the complex intersections of religion, race, gender, and sexuality – by exploring “methods and 
ideologies of Afrofuturism situated in mysticism, technology, new age spirituality, human and 
post-human identity, and the futurity of race, sexuality and gender roles in Black religion and the 
Black Church” (ibid., pp.2-3). Third, Afrofuturism is an important site of artwork and political 
work: from funk to the prophetic musings of Black literature to science fictions to films, as Dean 
& Andrews (2016) conclude, “critical creativity is the stake and the means of Afrofuturism” 
(p.5). 
Whether one’s lens is Pan-Africanism or Afropolitanism, Afropessimism or Afrofuturism, 
one cannot forget the aspects of global industries and political economies that also significantly 
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informed various ideological articulations of African-ness. For example, are both Afropessimism 
and Afrofurutism not ambivalent when we look at the movements of global capital and economy 
entangled with African-ness?  Examples are the contradictions between new waves of African 
integration into the Euro-American dominant global technological/industrial economy (such as 
wood industry, mobile technology application, medicine, and tourism) and who is really 
benefiting from that “integration” (e.g., Meagher, 2014, 2016, Murphy, 2014). For another 
example, to take Pan-Africanism’s global vision and Afropolitanism’s global mobility seriously, 
is to acknowledge and consider basic connections and flows, for example, those between Africa 
and Asia with small and medium size enterprises in the agricultural sector (e.g., Régnier, 2009), 
and what that might mean for class, racial, and gendered formations in a transnational context. 
1.3 African feminisms and African sexualities 
Articulating African distinctions in the field of cultural studies is necessary, ambivalent, and 
somewhat difficult, especially if one considers that British and US cultural studies hold 
hegemonic sway over supposedly global cultural studies (Tomaselli & Wright, 2008; Wright, 
2016).  In terms of gender and feminism, the very biological-gender correlation and hence 
male/female binary which is the premise of Western feminist thought is usually taken for granted 
as universal but in fact should not be taken as given in the African context.  As Oyeronke 
Oyewumi (1997) points out the neat sex-gender roles correlation is a colonial imposition in the 
case of the Yoruba of Nigeria and as Ifi Amadiume (1987) asserts, gender in pre-colonial 
Igboland (also in Nigeria) was fluid and flexible such that women could gain power through 
commercial activities and it was actually possible to have fully recognized “male daughters and 
female husbands.”  It is with the premise that we cannot take gender and gender roles as given in 
the western sense that we examine the various genres, complexities and multiple applications of 
African feminism/womanism.   
African feminism(s) and womanism can be utilized to illustrate the complexity and 
difficulty involved in the task of at once speaking to what is going on urgently in the African 
context and speaking to a global context of theoretical/ideological movements. In particular one 
could highlight the voice of Amina Mama, one of Africa's leading contemporary feminist activist 
scholars (Mama & Okazawa-Rey, 2012; Salo, 2001), who illustrates the spectrum of African 
feminism by showcasing, on the one hand, a grounded-intellectual perspective of African 
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women’s complex agency and identities in the context of militarism and conflicts – in particular 
Nigerian, Sierra Leonean and Liberian civil wars, and on the other hand, a scholarly-intellectual 
perspective of African feminism in relation to the general, global movements of feminism – in 
particular “northern based, white-women’s monopoly of feminism” (quoted in Salo, 2001, p.60)   
In “Militarism, conflict and women's activism in the global era: challenges and prospects 
for women in three West African contexts”, Mama & Okazawa-Rey (2012) address a grounded 
perspective of women’s agency and the making of networks. The context is one of systemic 
cultural and material aspects of militarism imbued with Western imperial militaries and capital 
interest, and what they uncover is the “contradictory ways in which women are affected by the 
complex relationship between gendered capitalist processes and militarism, and the manner in 
which women negotiate their lives” (p.98). Women strategized networks and political 
movements such as the Mano River Women’s Peace Network, and the Sierra Leone Women’s 
Movement for Peace (p.110). Women remained resilient in various positions through coping, 
trading, combating, and fighting as part of the military. But women did not profit from the 
“gendered war economy” such as the “transactions between male-dominated international 
networks and cabals that connect across private and corporate interests.”  These contemporary 
conflicts are not new wars but rather are postcolonial wars marked by colonial continuities such 
as “misogynistic militarised sexualities” and “a culture of violence that relies on gendered and 
ethnicised violence against dehumanized ‘others’” (pp.116-118). In this context of postcolonial 
militarism in West Africa, Mama & Okazawa-Rey (2012) assert that there was no clear cut 
demarcation between conflict and post-conflict, and instead, they call for a “feminist redefinition 
of security:” the fact that militarised notions of security “promise protection yet rely on 
institutionalising fear and violence at all levels of society, thus creating and sustaining profound 
insecurity, especially among women” (p.119). A genuine security in Africa, for the authors, 
requires deeper processes of economic and political democratization: it requires more activism to 
address key areas such as “women's exclusion from political arenas, denial of the exercise of full 
citizenship and the exploitation and invisibilisation of their economic roles” (p.119).  
In terms of a more scholarly perspective of positioning African feminism in relation to 
global feminism movements, Amina Mama in an interview (Salo, 2001) points to 
epistemological and embodied differences of African and women of color feminists that made 
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important distinctions and breaks within (white dominated) global feminism: for example, new 
discourses such as Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie's Stiwanism, Catherine Achonulu's Motherism, and 
broadly the distinctions between women’s (reactionary) movements and feminism (Salo 2001). 
In this interview, three things are particularly important. First, it needs to be acknowledged that 
postcolonial feminism owes much to African, Asian and Latin American thinkers: that Western 
feminists need to remember that “different women being oppressed differently, and the 
importance of class and race and culture in configuring gender relations” (p.59). Second, within 
the spectrum of perspectives working with or claiming African feminism, there are at least two 
contested positions: on the one hand, the example of Patricia MacFadden who is a self-identified 
African feminist activist – African feminism in her view refers to “political praxis that emanates 
from a very cogent analysis of political, economic and social conditions which shape African 
women's lives” (p.60); on the other hand, the example of Gwendolyn Mikell who is based in 
Washington DC as an international academic scholar – her definition of African feminism is 
“based upon deductive generalisation and observation” with physical and analytical distance. In 
particular, Mikell defines African feminism as “distinctly heterosexual, pro-natal” and concerned 
with “the politics of survival” – this, to Amina Mama, is “deeply conservative” (p.60). Last but 
not least, Mama insists that while the new terminologies such as Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie's 
“Stiwanism”, Catherine Achonulu's “Motherism”, and Alice Walker’s “Womanism” are all 
important, creating new names should not divert African feminisms’ struggles against a major 
problem of global domination, namely “white domination of global politics and northern-based 
white women's relative power to define” (p.61). At the same time, in this context of global 
domination, the main political strategic move of African feminisms – as Mama puts it bluntly – 
is that “white feminism has never been strong enough to be 'the enemy' - in the way that say, 
global capitalism can be viewed as an enemy” (p.61).  
The above brief description of the complexity of a differentiated African feminism is 
illustrative of the fact that it is a necessary, worthwhile yet difficult task to make African 
distinctions in a global context. The case in African sexualities illustrates some tensions similar 
to, as well as different from, the case in African feminism. The similarity is that in the global 
movements of queer theorization and research, black African queerness remained marginal and 
at best uneasily represented. For example, Marc Epprecht (2009) is acclaimed as one of the 
foremost academic authorities on African sexualities, and proposes perspectives such as “a 
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transnational approach to history of African sexuality studies” to understand African knowledges 
and connect local-global dynamics. However, it remained a problematic kind of authority, as 
Macharia (2016, p.499) notes that Epprecht is “a white cisgender Canadian man”, and further 
asks, “what kind of gate must the black African queer walk through?”, especially in accessing 
academic spaces and contesting scholarly representations. Macharia  contends that black queer 
Africans need to be in more control of creating meanings, instead of being part of the ongoing 
colonial knowledge system and database rooted in western hegemony, which is also linked, for 
example, to the U.S. academy where “work on African sexualities remained tied to those fields 
marked as Africanist: anthropology, history, sociology, data-gathering fields that make 
Africanist scholarship so amenable to the report imaginaries of international bodies (the World 
Bank, the IMF, the UN in its various incarnations)” ( p.499). 
Now, the difference is that black African queerness, compared to black African feminism, is 
more often considered forbidden and/or counterproductive to nation-building in some African 
countries such as Cameroon, Uganda and Nigeria. Even in supposedly more progressive and 
cosmopolitan South Africa, a black lesbian photographer Zanele Muholi’s 2009 exhibition of 
black lesbian photos was reprimanded by the Minister of Art and Culture Lulu Xingwana as 
“immoral, offensive and going against nation-building” (van der Vlies, 2012, p.140). Later in 
2012, Muholi’s Cape Town apartment was burgled “in what appears possibly to have been a 
targeted attack” and much of her queer archive was lost (ibid., p.153). From Uganda, Sylvia 
Tamale summarized the politics of nonconforming sexualities in Africa in three sets of tensions: 
homophobia as a political tool used by “African conservative politicians to promote self-serving 
agendas” entangled with Western interests, Western media ahistorical representation of African 
heterosexuality, and the “distorted representation of African history by dictatorship on the 
African continent” (Tamale, 2013, p.31). There are, however, not only differences but also 
tensions between African queerness and African feminism. For example, contextualizing the 
state of research on African lesbian sexualities, Currier & Migraine-George (2017) argues that 
lesbian/female same-sex sexualities in Africa are oftentimes facing a double dilemma: on the one 
hand, the Western, Euro-American theorization and representation of African lesbians as simply 
helpless victims – with “Western ethnocentric discourses” of homophobia and sexism (p.143); 
on the other hand, the oppositions from African postcolonial nationalist feminist movements for 
reasons that the queer studies had too much western influence and had complicity in western 
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intervention into national politics – with some “African feminists’ ambiguous stance on lesbian 
sexualities” (p.138). In these contexts, there remains a long struggle for black queer archival 
work, literary work, activist alliances, and gaining more constructive publicity in the politics of 
representation.  
2. Regional differences in the making of Africa 
Much of the previous discussion has emphasized the ideological debates on African-ness, black 
Africa and black African diaspora. In the following discussions we can turn our attention to the 
different making of Africa and African-ness in regional dynamics (e.g., geography, spatiality, 
migration, network) including but not limited to blackness, as well as new memories/connections 
with other continents such Asia and Europe. 
2.1 South Africa  
South Africa is the most productive site of African cultural studies today on the African 
continent (hence our decision to focus specifically on the nation-state of South Africa rather than 
the more general region of Southern Africa). This focus means to acknowledge both the risk of 
reproducing the predominant South African cultural studies in Africa, and the reality that South 
Africa – hosting a number of prominent cultural studies research centres, programs and academic 
journals – does provide academic collaboration and publication opportunities for various 
scholars in other African countries and in the world. For example, in the past two decades, the 
journal Critical Arts has published work by researchers based in different African countries such 
as Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Mali, Mozambique, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, and 
Botswana, on a variety of  topics from a conceptualization of African cultural studies to the 
aesthetics/politics of African performativity to the formation of contemporary youth cultural 
identities in Africa to the media representation of African-ness in events framed as ‘crises’ 
(Nyamnjoh, 1999; Rapoo, 2001; Douglas et al., 2006; Omenugha, Uzuegbunam & Ndolo, 2016; 
Mhiripiri & Ureke, 2018). In the South African context, a primary sub-theme is the entwinement 
of race and class. We focus here on three illustrative cases- the first about black middle class 
consumption, the second about black working class youth’s education and life, and the third 
about different effects of blackness and whiteness in urban street begging.  
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The first case concerns the argument that the relatively new black middle class in South 
Africa manifests itself primarily through consumption patterns (Laden, 1997; Iqani, 2015).  
Iqani’s (2015) study explored what it was like to be black and “middle class” in South Africa in 
1989, based on an analysis of a 1991 documentary, Nowhere to Play: Conversations with 
Sowetan Golfers, commissioned by Channel 4 (UK).  Laden (1997) uncovered the making of a 
new consumer-consciousness among black South Africans, through a study of seven consumer 
magazines for black readers, published in English between 1987 and 1997: Spanning Drum (first 
issued in 1951), Bona (first issued in 1956), Pace (first issued 1978), True Love (first issued 
1975), Thandi (first issued 1985), Tribute (1985), and the South African edition of the 50 year-
old American magazine Ebony (launched November 1995). The consumption of these magazines 
not only simply fashioned the lifestyles of urban black middle class South Africans, but also 
created ideas and dynamics that prioritized the making of such middle class consciousness and 
identification over other identities. As Laden (1997) argues, “a growing number of urban black 
South Africans, it seems, have chosen to suppress overt resistance and images of 'national' and 
ethnic identity in favour of a shared solidarity as respectable middle-class citizens” (p.121).  
Drawing on interviews with the filmmaker, Angus Gibson, and one of the individuals 
featured in the documentary, Peter Vundla, Iqani critically discusses the film’s representation of 
the black middle class at a crucial point in South Africa’s liberation struggle. On the one hand, 
there was the representation of black agency and affordability, with scenarios of a black middle 
class woman shopping at expensive clothes stores. On the other hand, it hinted at a likely 
national future overcoming race divisions and celebrating democratic citizenship – “a rosy future 
in which people would no longer be judged solely on the basis of their skin colour, but on the 
basis of their affordability, tastes, spending power and productivity” (p.141). However, race and 
class divisions are not synonymous and it is unlikely that racial lines and forms of discrimination 
will be smoothed over by class lines. Thus the key problem was that this optimistic picture was 
“overshadowed by a very different, less egalitarian narrative of post-apartheid South Africa: one 
defined by income, class and individual achievement, rather than by broad-based social welfare 
policies that sought to minimise inequality” (p.141). With these problems of race and class, we 
note additionally that even in the diasporic white South African group formations, blackness in 
general is still sometimes racialized to justify the superiority of whiteness. One example is 
Schönfeldt-Aultman (2014)’s examination of the use of humour in the newsletter (1997-2002) of 
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a San Francisco Bay Area South African social club (founded in 1970): in particular, the “white 
South African rhetorics and the role of humour in constructing white and ‘other’ racial South 
African identities” (p.19). 
The second case is about the educational opportunities and life prospects of black poor and 
working class youth, where Chetty (2014) highlights how universities and schools in South 
Africa reproduce social and economic power systems to the disadvantages of “poor and working-
class youth (the overwhelming majority of whom are black)” (p.88). From the reality of 
townships, informal settlements and dysfunctional schools to the difficult access to/completion 
of university education, from limited access to technology and related resources to the larger 
post-1994 educational reforms and social reforms with exclusionary practices driven by 
“marketization and neoliberalism” (p.95), black poor and working class youth lived with 
multiple challenges in and out of the educational system. Many “are left with few options after 
high school, since the limited seats are effortlessly filled by middle-class and urban-based 
students. Even for those who are able to secure a place at university and complete a degree 
programme, the chances of finding employment are limited, given the high rate of 
unemployment among graduates. State allowances and scholarships are awarded on the basis of 
merit and not on factors such as financial need or poverty” (p.89). With these, Chetty (2014) 
insisted on a deeper engagement with the theoretical and analytic power of marginalisation 
focusing on racial and class inequalities. This engagement is not for pure theorization but for 
answering a poignant question: “where can a bright, intellectually ambitious poor student turn?” 
(p.99). Perhaps inspiration and support come from the occasional teacher, perhaps from a chance 
encounter with ideas, and fundamentally the author argued for the necessity of Leftist 
representations, that “without an articulate and culturally motivated Left, the powerless will 
remain at the mercy of the system of control and subordination” (p.99). 
The third case is on the differential power of blackness and whiteness in situations of urban 
street begging, where Ndlovu (2016) studied the begging strategies employed by placard-bearing 
able-bodied black and white adults at traffic lights in Johannesburg (specifically Melville, 
Greenside, and Parkview in the North, and Turfontein West, Glenvista, Mulbarton and Liefde en 
Vrede in the South). Employing various data collection techniques including sustained 
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observations, field notes and semi-structured interviews with beggars and donors, the author 
wanted to know how ideas of ‘race’ shaped the performances of begging and patterns of giving. 
The authors found that – in spite of strong sentiments held by both black and white donors 
that whites were illegitimate beggars – on average, white beggars earned more than did blacks. 
The fact that “black beggars tended to adopt active strategies that ‘added value’ to the streets 
whereas whites were passive” did point to a question of the different styles where “white beggars 
were performing ‘superiority’ or ‘respectability’ in begging” (p.590). But the more troubling 
question is that this seemingly contradictory entwinement of white passive performances and 
higher earnings spoke to deep seeded white privilege, with the idea (perhaps in the heads of both 
donors and beggars) that whiteness ‘conventionally’ articulates an “association with 
proprietorship” while blackness ‘conventionally’ articulates an “association with destitution” 
(pp.601-602). 
These are some articulations of the deep divisions and confusions in South Africa. In a more 
conceptual piece, with an emphasis on identities, nation-building and the need for real post-
apartheid instead of neo-apartheid futures, Distiller (2008) considered it worthwhile to push 
towards a South Africa cultural studies as a way to look for theoretical and analytical tools to 
engage with social changes, that even “the African Renaissance and the metaphor of the 
‘rainbow nation’ are inadequate, especially in the context of the commodification of the hopes 
for ‘newness’ of the ‘new’ South Africa” (p.273). To explore and examine the different 
discursive impacts on/of social divisions, the author considered the power of identities and the 
concepts of creolization and hybridity particularly useful to negotiate what it might mean in/for a 
‘new’ South Africa, that creolization and hybridity “have both been used to describe aspects of 
South African identities, in ways which bespeak the importance of countering colonial and 
apartheid insistences on policing the borders of cultures” (p.273). After all, in a South African 
society characterized as “neo-colonial, neo-liberal, neo-apartheid … facing the aggressive 
commodification of the Freedom Charter ideals”, the author insists that a South Africa cultural 
studies, if possible at all, needed to be inherently politicized and context-specific, that “an 
engagement with the mechanisms of power and knowledge only make sense if politicized, 
historicized, rendered specific to our African context” (p.281). 
2.2 North Africa 
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One important distinction of North Africa is its close transcontinental ties to the Middle 
East. This comes with two major ties: one of tourism studies which deals with tourism industries 
and consumptions, another of gender studies which deals with memory politics and transnational 
geography. In the case of tourism studies, a 2010 special issue of the Journal of Tourism and 
Cultural Change examined the shifting relationship between the region and the international 
tourism economy (Hazbun, 2010). The central argument is that since the 2000s, “tourists, 
tourism firms, and investment capital from within the region have been driving the increase in 
agency of local actors who have used tourism as a means to shape the experience of globalization 
in the Middle East and North Africa (ME/NA)” (p.225). Two questions pertain. First,  “tourism 
development in many ME/NA states catered to international tourists often most interested in 
biblical, ancient, and Greco-Roman era sites, rather than the sites that are most important to the 
identity, history, and culture of Arab societies” (p.235). A deeper question remains on how to 
diffuse the power and gains of tourism developments from the hands of corporations, firms and 
governments to local societies and communities. Besides environmental issues caused by nature-
based tourism and the making of tourism partitions and enclaves that confined tourists to 
artificial tourist bubbles, power diffusion deals centrally with “the forms of tourism development 
and leisure consumption funded by Arab oil wealth [that] have too rarely served broader social 
and cultural/ national concerns while many Arab states remain dependent on Western aid and 
technical assistance for their cultural heritage projects” (p.233).  
In the case of gender studies, a 2012 special issue of Journal of Middle East Women's 
Studies highlighted the gendered memory politics in connecting and shaping the Middle East and 
North Africa region (Hegasy & Dennerlein, 2012). Linked to “a workshop on gendered 
memories in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)” convened at the Zentrum Moderner 
Orient in Berlin in June 2009, this special issue focused on “Gendered Memory in the Middle 
East and North Africa: Cultural Norms, Social Practices, and Transnational Regimes”. It focused 
on the theoretical and interdisciplinary ties between the fields of memory studies and gender 
studies, in order to gain a deeper understanding of the social and political changes in the MENA 
region.  For example, Iraq, Lebanon, and Morocco represent three different types of social-
political reconfiguration currently observed in the Arab world, where memory politics from 
“above” and “from below” play a crucial role: “the Iraqi case consisting of an externally imposed 
regime change, the Lebanese case consisting of a post-civil war situation, and the Moroccan case 
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consisting of a moment of broadened political participation without regime change” (p.3). The 
analytical attentions, for the authors, are not on particular roles of men or women per se, but the 
processes “of (un-)doing and (re-)negotiating gender” (p.3).  
Another entanglement of gender studies and the regional dynamics is knowledge 
production, as in “transnational gender studies” (Hale, 2009) – the question on how one could 
possibly translate, apply, or even seamlessly discuss gender knowledge productions such as 
feminism and women’s studies in and across and region. For example, Hale asks: “What are the 
distinctions we see among the gender/women’s studies programs or institutes of Ahfad 
University for Women in Sudan, Birzeit University in Palestine, and the Cynthia Nelson Institute 
for Gender and Women’s Studies at American University in Cairo?” (p.145). The American 
University gender/women’s studies institute focuses on transnational dialogue (especially South-
to-South), cross-regional networking, and interdisciplinarity. Birzeit concentrates much more 
locally and focuses on concrete and immediate problems, but with an emphasis on empire, 
“Palestine being firmly embedded in the Euro-American imperial design”. And the Ahfad 
University is at once a site of residual pride in Britishness and of feminist activity and 
independent thinking in the midst of an Islamist regime (pp.146-147). The key message is two-
fold: not only there is no seamless, easy translation in gender studies and its institutionalization 
in the changing regional dynamics, but also a key part of these changes is due to different 
historical and ongoing imperial configuration, so transnational gendered migration, in theory and 
in practice, cannot move “without considering the valences, manifestations, and ruptures of 
empire and what these produce” (p.150). 
2.3 East Africa 
Two cases exemplify what current cultural studies in/about East Africa looks like. The first 
is the development of interdisciplinary, transnational approaches to study languages, cultures, 
and societies. One example is the inauguration of Eastern African Literary and Cultural Studies 
in 2014, based in the Department of Literature at the University of Nairobi, Kenya (Odhiambo & 
Siundu, 2014). In part, for a regional conviviality with shared Kiswahili and trade experiences, 
the journal was established in a context of cross-disciplinary communication, cross-regional 
research collaboration, the expansion of higher education, and the popularity of youth culture. 
The journal’s editors prioritize “research in literature, media, communication, drama/theatre, film 
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and related areas of study that rely on conventional novel ideas of the text to create wider and 
inclusive communities of intellectuals in the formal and informal spaces of knowledge 
production in and of the region” (pp.1-2). The first number addressed issues such as the context, 
impacts, and narratives of war, youth identification, intersected identities, migration in contact 
with the Indian Ocean World, oral literature as a way of resistance and resilience under political 
censorship, and different kinds of agency in the context of state politics and political and social 
histories, through films, novels, interviews, oral literature, and archives. Another example is a 
special issue on East African culture, language and society published on the Journal of African 
Cultural Studies (Githiora, 2008). This issue focused on popular culture in Kenya and Tanzania, 
emphasizing the “changing lifestyles and innovations in language, music, film, changing 
sociolinguistic spaces, and ‘localized’ global trends... from fashion trends to the rise of modern 
speech codes such Sheng, to transatlantic influences of Gospel music and US Hip Hop” (p.1). 
One key message is the understanding of global interconnectedness, and in particular how “East 
Africans respond to influences stemming from local politics, economic and spiritual crises, and 
international capitalism” (p.1). East African popular culture is thus not merely recipient but 
participant in the global cultures, where cultural producers and artists maintain double and even 
multiple connections and identities: while “the rappers of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam are linked 
to international (chiefly, US) productions, they also maintain links to their ‘roots’ in local 
currents of communities in Tanzania or Kenya” (p.2). 
The second case is about the contradictions of positioning East Africa in the world. One 
example highlights the disadvantaged position of East Africa in the global networks, in an article 
published in Cultural Studies Review, about transnational medical science with medical research 
(such as AIDS prevention clinical trials) (Elliott, 2014). As medical science keeps searching for 
experimental subjects, the marginalized experimental subjects of global health science discourse 
connected people living in different places such as people in East Africa and people in the inner-
city of Vancouver – where East Africa had a lower, more marginalized status than the inner-city 
of Vancouver (the experimental medicines were tested in the former and used in the latter). 
Considering these as part of a global politics of material extraction, the author shows the dark 
sides of spatial and existential unevenness, that “these marginal spaces, the inner city of 
Vancouver, Canada, and the rural shambas of western Kenya, are drawn into awkward, partial 
encounters by experimental medicine. Neither are post colonial in their relations to science or to 
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each other. … There is little evidence to suggest transnational clinical trials address inequalities 
in health. Rather, what the clinical trail seems to do best is to govern through the management of 
marginalities” (p.292). Another example highlights the more contributive, enabling side of East 
Africa. Publishing in Journal of Pan African Studies, Wanda (2013) affirms “Afrikology” 
(advocated by scholar Dani Wadada Nabudere) as a holistic way of thinking that would bring 
new ways of being and understanding to the local and global communities. On the one hand, this 
way of thinking accommodates multi- and interdisciplinary approaches, moves beyond 
Eurocentrism or other ethnocentrism, and instead, emphasizes validity of knowledge in diverse 
sources (e.g., orality) and cross-cultural learning. On the other hand, it advocates for local 
“renewed community-centred empowerment and restorative cultural intellectualism” (p.1). The 
particular power of this philosophy “Afrikology”, as far as cultural studies is concerned, could be 
precisely this: in acting locally and thinking globally, Afrikology calls for a focus on local praxis 
to the extent that “it is local struggles in the villages that can guarantee African-rebirth, 
resurgence and renaissance and ensure that local communities reject neo-traditionalism that had 
been instituted by the colonial state” (p.2). 
 
2.4 West Africa 
West Africa has occupied a particularly salient location in the space and history of 
transatlantic network, including the European-American imperial network of slave trade which 
have shaped the realities and discourses of African-ness to this date. On the one hand, we are 
quite aware of the changes and complexities: while in the late 1930s and early 1940s Stuart Hall 
saw Rastafarian communities emerged in Jamaica as a African-Christian-Indigenous fusion 
alongside the subterranean emergence of reggae and “a black Afro-centric consciousness” (Hall 
& Schwarz, 2017, p.42), today Rastafarian reggae urban youth popular culture have been 
established on the actual African continent, specifically through the transnational youth religious 
and music network in Burkina Faso (Wittmann, 2011); while there have been book-length 
discussions on migration and cultural representation within the West African region (e.g., Hale & 
Sidikou, 2013), there have also been West African-ness in the world, from diverging media 
interests in the geopolitical representations of African-ness in events that attracted global 
attentions (e.g., Li, 2017), to the African diasporas in southern China (e.g., in the city of 
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Guangzhou as “The Third World Capital) where merchants and workers from West African 
countries formed significant transitional networks and became a part of local communities (e.g., 
Bodomo, 2012). On the other hand, by remembering the transatlantic crossings and indeed 
recognizing the trans-continental formations of African cultures and identities, we chose to 
highlight two particular perspectives to illustrate the cultural studies of West Africa vis-à-vis the 
diasporic Afro-Caribbean, Afro-American, and Afro-European networks.  
First, we highlight a perspective on West African consciousness-raising, from heritage 
remembering to ordinary practices to extraordinary representations in social movements. 
Arguing for the recognition of Afro-presence in the Euro-centric Caribbean societies, Warner-
Lewis (2011) detailed the various aspects of West African cultural heritage transplanted across 
the Atlantic, including linguistic habits, musicality, choreography, verbal art-forms, dress, foods, 
economic life, and spirituality. We take this not only a scholarly call for “an intimacy with 
African landscapes, aesthetic values and philosophical outlooks to recognise the Africanness 
which underlies Caribbean life”, but also as a political message on African-ness awakening, 
especially for hybridized Caribbean communities and in deed for any population living under 
“centuries-long dominance of an European epistemology that Africans lacked history and 
culture” (p.563). This project on excavating cultural heritage has a kaleidoscope of articulations. 
One could focus on hybridity/creolization, through presenting specific materials and practices as 
historical evidence of African (forced) migration, knowledge, and technology. For example, 
Turner (2019) contextualized the creolized process of West African rice culture (in particular 
rice basket sewing and usage) in North America’s South Carolina coast (a.k.a Lowercountry) – a 
process accompanying slavery, African subsistence agriculture, the plantation economy, post 
emancipation subsistence, and up to the contemporary basket sewing which “grants practitioners 
a means of communication with their [West African] history and ancestors” (p.320).  
While narrative of this nature (e.g., Turner, 2019) might touch on the Afro-American 
consciousness and cultural hybridization, a more explicit, critical, and politically-engaged 
approach could be exemplified by Gitten (2012)’s re-examination of the politics of performing 
Afro-Black bodies in America since the 1960s – particularly through a chronological 
reconstruction of West African dance performed by Black women dancers in New York City-
based dance companies. What speaks most compellingly to us, in reading through the successive 
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stages of Black arts development in social contexts, is the interpellation between the Afro-
representation in/of social movements (e.g., La Négritude, Black Arts, Black Power) and the 
expressive energies of personal body movements (from the traditional djembe and sabar to what 
the author called Post-Pan-African dance techniques). The Black performance of West African 
dance is an acknowledgment of Afro-heritage and history. Even today, and as the author argued 
especially so “during the 1960s, such acknowledgement became a strong political statement 
without words … where at times it is appropriate, or even necessary, to be loud, bold, and 
perhaps even courageous enough to speak with the body” (Gitten, 2012, p.67). 
Second, we highlight a perspective on West African mobility in the multifaceted process of 
transnational migration and education, especially among the younger generations. In the United 
States, Watson & Knight-Manuel (2017) reviewed educational research to understand how 
contemporary immigrant youth from 17 West African countries formed and performed their 
complex linguistic, cultural and political identities, in a variety of educational contexts including 
families, peer groups, schools, and community events. Although African, Black, and American 
identities are almost always multiple, fluid, situated, and configurated differently, these 
immigrant youth’s social mobility remained quite limited as they had to learn to live with the 
Euro-American homogenizing notions of diversity and geo-linguistic-cultural ignorance in the 
mainstream society, or as the authors argued, three key areas of inequalities: monolithic 
understanding of West African countries, deficit approach to identities and the heterogeneity of 
Black immigrant youth from West African countries, and singular views of youth’s civic 
engagement. One unique aspect of this review article is the “Sankofa approach” – “Sankofa” 
meaning the Adinkra pictorial image symbol in Akan culture in Ghana, of a bird looking back as 
simultaneously its body is positioned to move forward. The authors used Sankofa not only as 
evaluative tool to uncover the above-mentioned three inequalities faced by Black immigrant 
youth from West African countries, but also as decolonizing orientation/vision that mobilized 
African indigenous knowledge and connects African past, present and future, with particular 
relevance to the educational experiences of African-heritage youth in the United States.  
Kringelbach (2015)’s study in France illustrated another aspect of West African mobility 
through a case on international students from Senegal. Interestingly though quite unsurprisingly, 
we noted the ways – as the author argued – that transnational marriage (complicated by gender, 
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class, and religion) could both facilitate as well as inhibit international students’ educational 
trajectories, which in turn affect their transnational social mobility. What we found more 
important was the need to understand international students as family members living in post-
colonial societies and bearing intergenerational aspirations in a bordered world (e.g., Senegal 
was once a French colony). Where does that assumed and structural superiority of French 
education, citizenship and life come from? What shapes the social aspiration of youth from 
Senegal and other African countries who became international students in France and beyond? 
Why did people persist to stay, even as more recently they faced “the tension between France’s 
desire to maintain good relationships with its former colonies and rising anti-immigrant 
sentiments in France, particularly towards African Muslims”? We would like to suggest that 
future studies on similar African migration-education paths in the Afro-Euro nexus would need 
to go beyond questions of linear individual study-work-settlement trajectories and to unpack 
more historical-political dimensions, so as to make a stronger case for, as the author argued, “the 
salience of colonial histories in international student mobility” (p.299).  
 
2.5 A new African project? 
How might one conceive these various African regional similarities, differences, and 
entanglements with the world?  One direction is exemplified by the connections of Africa-Asia, 
and, using an example of music, an important theme in African cultural studies, addresses issues 
of indigeneity, hybridity, and the movements of ideas and people. Damodaran & Sitas (2016) in 
Critical Arts, weave together the historical journey of a set of lament-like musical tropes from 
the 7th century to the 15th century. This transcontinental journey included locations of Persia, 
Baghdad, and India which had all been centres of diverse musical production and diffusion – for 
instance, the “Afro-Mediterranean routes” through which “the music of Baghdad moved to North 
Africa, Andalusia and Cordoba, to the areas where the Ummayads had spread or migrated” 
(p.263). In particular, the authors argue that “key to this transmission were women in servitude 
or slavery”, and more efforts are needed to explore the role of Africans in this long-distance 
transfer of symbolic goods (p.255). In general, Damodaran and Sitas seek to “tease out the 
evidence of musical composition and formal acuities from a new historical perspective that is 
beginning to trace the Afro-Asian movements of people, symbolic goods and their 
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interconnections” (p.263). China, for example, has actively searched for and reconstructed the 
historical presence of Chinese-ness in Africa – displacing the Euro-centric colonial perspective, 
though with a Sino-centric perspective (e.g., Li, 2013). A more contemporary and Afro-centric 
perspective is offered in the opinion piece by Sam Moyo (2016), sharing a variety of views, 
voices, concerns on South-South relations, especially regarding China's presence in Africa. On 
the one hand, China has become influential in Africa at the level of trade, investments and geo-
political relations, “but it is far from being a hegemonic recolonizer”; on the other hand, Africa is 
increasingly militarized, “but China is not substantially engaged at this level” (p.58). He 
concludes by suggesting that much more research is necessary in understanding South-South 
international relations, which “requires various African intellectual networks to re-visit the 
Bandung spirit and reconstruct the idea of non-alignment and solidarity” (p.58).  
The second direction is the emergence of historical projects dealing with various European 
making of Africa, mainly published in Journal of Romance Studies and Journal of Spanish 
Cultural Studies. These historical projects build an archive ranging from memoir/memories of 
Francophone West Africa (Carr-West, 2001) to Italian East Africa (Burdett, 2001) to Spanish-
North African borderlands (Fuchs & Liang, 2011) and Spanish Africans (Martin-Márquez, 
2001), from the Portuguese colonization (Hendrickson, 2011) and broadcasting policy (Ribeiro, 
2014) to the British anthropology institution (van Donge, 2003) and the institutionalization of 
German Studies in central Africa (Bauer, 2016). An interesting case – neither quite European nor 
quite Asian – is the Russian African studies, which has a history/trajectory from the 18th century 
Russian Empire through the Soviet Union to present day (Beckenova, 2018). In spite of this 
variety, one important question is who needs this archive, beyond the fact that there were these 
histories – is it for European claiming a neocolonial stake in Africa? Is it for Afropolitanists or 
Afropeans’ claim on hybridity? Is it, or could it be, for Pan-Africanists’ anti-colonial, anti-racist, 
liberation strategies? One could say African cultures are hybrid and rich, and cannot be 
essentialized. But in the current context, who could claim on these histories in new ways, and 
how do these differences enable Africans to position differently in relation to different continents 
in the world? 
 
3. Praxis: institutional dynamics in African cultural studies.  
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This section takes up the intertwinement of formal (higher) education and institutionalized 
knowledge production systems, and extramural educational/activist/artist work, as a duo-project 
towards the praxis of African cultural studies, speaking with Wright (2016)’s question: “What 
has African cultural studies done for you”? 
3.1 Institutionalization in/as/and academic journals 
If one considered the establishment of academic journals as a form of institutionalization, 
there have been some observable changes. In the 1990s, Tomaselli (1998) informed the 
international academic audience with four African cultural studies journals: Africa Media Review 
(African Council for Communication Education, Nairobi, Kenya) which focused on oral & 
indigenous communication methods, Marxist cultural approach, local development, and 
participatory action research); Critical Arts (University of Natal, Durban, South Africa) which 
focused on Marxist approaches, and local-global connections); Media Development (World 
Association for Christian Communication, London) which focused on media, democracy, and 
theology; Pretexts (University of Cape Town, South Africa) which focused on literary theories 
and critiques. It was an effort of mapping African cultural studies, and the main concern was 
about asking the international community of cultural studies to perceive Africa and African 
cultural studies in dynamical and heterogeneous ways. In the late 2000s, Tomaselli & Wright 
(2008) provided an update: not only updating the map with Journal of Cultural Studies published 
by the African Cultural Institute, Nigeria, but also affirmed “African cultural studies and their 
international reception”, with a special issue on African cultural studies published in Cultural 
Studies – a special issue where the authors addressed questions of “ethnicity, development, 
political leadership, gender, literacy, the African renaissance and relationships between all of 
these and the evolution of African cultures and cultural studies” (p.179). However, challenges 
remained that on the one hand there were institutional unevenness in the academic fields of 
representation: “cultural studies developed by African scholars, activists and cultural workers is 
studied in the North mainly in African studies programmes, less so in communication, and 
almost not at all in cultural studies itself” (p.181). On the other hand, African cultural studies in 
general might be considered interesting but not necessarily relevant, that “despite the opening of 
spaces for African cultural studies, it appears that very little of the African corpus gets to inform 
the major international cultural studies debates” (p.181). 
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Other academic journals working on/claiming the name of African cultural studies highlight 
broadly two spectrums: Africa-based and West-based. The first spectrum, the Africa-based kind, 
has an example of Eastern African Literary and Cultural Studies (University of Nairobi, Kenya; 
Stellenbosch University, South Africa). Established in 2014, it was an African initiative 
attending to regional dynamics beyond the South African context, and focusing on “literature, 
media, music, film and theatre” in the Eastern African region. The journal was established 
mainly in response to the problem of regional uneven representation, that “there is no single 
journal from eastern Africa which seeks to translate and transmit the literary and cultural output 
from the region to broader local and global audiences when there is so much research on the 
literatures, arts and cultures from the region” (Odhiambo & Siundu, 2014, p.1). An 
interdisciplinary effort in the study of folk culture and popular culture in Eastern African region, 
the journal “hopes to fill a void that has existed in eastern Africa for some time since the late 
1970s, a void defined by a lack of interdisciplinary engagement, even in disciplines that are quite 
proximal to each other” (p.2).  
The second spectrum, the West-based kind, has an example of Journal of African Cultural 
Studies (UK), evolved from the journal African Languages and Cultures, founded in 1988 in the 
Department of the Languages and Cultures of Africa at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London, and changed to its current name in 1998. It addresses important issues and is 
dedicated to the studies of Africa. Most recently its editorial board announces a new phase of 
institutional development, with a special issue on “the past and future of Journal of African 
Cultural Studies” (Coetzee & Kitchen, 2019). But one wonders about its ideological 
intents/positions, especially when one considers the histories of Oriental and African Studies 
which had been heavily influenced by Western Eurocentric epistemology and imperialism. In 
addition, one cannot ignore the uneven landscape and power structures of knowledge production, 
or what Mendogca, Pereira & Ferreira (2018) would call “gatekeeping African studies” based on 
a study of the editorial boards of leading African studies academic journals, in which they found 
“Africa-based editors occupy a minority share in the editorial structure of the leading journals … 
with Africa-based women editors being even scarcer. … Africa-based non-academics have a 
quite residual share of the total population of editors.” (p.1514)  
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 The Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies (USA) exemplifies perhaps another end of the 
West-based spectrum of African cultural studies: namely, the interdisciplinary study of the 
global (colonial) impacts of European states (in this case Spain) including a fraction of Africa. 
The journal “interrogates cultural production and cultural practices in or related to the nations 
comprised by the Spanish state. Work across disciplinary boundaries is encouraged, as is work 
that addresses Spain’s internal cultural configuration or its relationship to broader geo-political 
scenarios (Iberian peninsula, Mediterranean, Europe, the Americas, Africa, etc.)”. A third 
example, Journal of Pan African Studies (USA), is more ambivalent, that it is West-based but 
focusing on African experiences around the world. It was established in 1987, and aims to “build 
a transnational community of scholars, theorists and practitioners who can ask questions and 
pose solutions to contemporary and historical issues, based upon an affirmative African centered 
logic and discourse of liberation”.  
3.2 Taking the “centre” in higher education space 
If one considered African cultural studies taking the institutional form of “centres” in higher 
education space, what can the “centres” do?  The example of the Centre for Communication, 
Media, and Society (CCMS, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South Africa) has done both 
academic interdisciplinary work and grassroots community work. Tomaselli (2012) reported a 
case study of what CCMS between 1985 and 2012 has done, with a history of how the centre 
evolved and how cultural studies worked with different signifiers and projects more associated 
with communication studies and media studies. First, CCMS explicates institutionalization in the 
higher education space, working with the productive integration of academic disciplines 
(Communication Studies, Media Studies and Cultural Studies), and maturing through several 
stages of institutionalization – from a concern with the production and circulation of media, to 
the study of policy documents, further to the building of undergraduate connection, and to the 
becoming of critical indigenous professionalization (pp.22-25).  
Second, this case shows the effects of integrating academic work and community praxis into 
a new paradigm of humanities – such as the mid-1980s work of revitalizing ecumenical 
newspapers like UmAfrika in Zulu-language, conducting legal reports for the End Conscription 
Campaign, researching into mining and the culture of hazard (Shepperson 2008), and using 
critical and indigenous methodologies to decolonize academic-community collaborative 
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research. At a more practical level, what such institutionalization would envision and produce 
are active citizens, working with critical and indigenous methodologies, with pluralistic ways of 
making sense, and having career prospects with ethical acts. At a more theoretical level, the 
making of such new humanities would arguably recover cultural studies as “an ‘unruly’ 
pedagogy” (see Bethlehem and Harris, 2012), in situations where cultural studies in its 
ungrounded guise “has largely lost its social relevance, its socially strategic potential and its 
objective of popular empowerment as it is now taught, especially at undergraduate levels” (p.30).  
Third, Tomaselli et al. (2013) further highlight the importance of transnational network and 
collaboration in a South-North perspective, between South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Oslo. Such 
transnational network fostered the development of cultural and media studies in Southern Africa, 
as the unique combination of institutional structures, theoretical integration, and empirical 
productions. More broadly, the 1990s/2000s connection between CCMS the Centre for 
Communication, Media and Society (CCMS) at the University of KwaZulu-N the University of 
Zimbabwe’s (UZ) Media Studies Programme, and the Oslo University became an infrastructural 
hub for intercontinental developments: for example, Oslo’s reading of British media studies with 
a Habermasian input of public sphere theory, a new-found independence in the case of 
Zimbabwe, and an interest in related radical scholarship in South Africa (p.36).  
3.3 Tensions between local organizing and transnational organizing: a case of feminism 
Sometimes institutionalization in forms of state politics and transnational supra-state levels 
of academic exchanges (forums, conferences, networks) encounter dissent from local grassroots 
organizing. Gouws (2010) asks a pointed question in the context of South African feminism: 
“have we lost the praxis?”  First, the spaces for feminist activism in South Africa have shrunk 
dramatically since 1994 when institutional politics replaced activism (p.17). Second, while 
transnationalism enabled action on the supra-state level, it also “deradicalised the feminist 
agenda when there was a shift to developmentalism and a decontextualisation of feminist 
struggles from the local to the global” (p.18). This was exemplified by a transnational feminist 
conference where issues around registration fees and inclusion of local activists raised broader 
concerns on class divisions, and on the conference as some kind of elitist project diverting 
political attentions from or even overpowering the local grassroots struggles. Third, it was 
argued that in South Africa the populist rhetoric around gender is “clearly misogynistic, and 
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draws on culture and custom to justify the position of women in society, for patriarchal 
nationalism” (p.21).  
3.4 Media, popular culture, and folk culture  
If one talks about populist narratives, one also needs to consider the work of media, and in 
general the roles of popular culture and sometimes the marginalized roles of indigenous folk 
culture. At once troubling the Birmingham narratives of cultural studies and speaking of African 
cultural studies, Wright (1998) provided an example of the popular theatre in Kamiriithu 
Community Education and Cultural Centre in rural Kenya. Now, at the present moment, what 
kinds of interventionist and critical educational work is and could be done? One end of the 
spectrum is extramural grassroots artwork and activist work, which highlights the precarious 
case of the visual representation of black African queerness. On the one hand, one could find a 
more contemporary, public representation scene of black queerness in the South African context. 
In dealing with national cultural identities not totally tolerant of queerness, artwork by Zanele 
Muholi, alongside photographs by Sabelo Mlangeni and Lunga Kama, are all concerned with 
“the visibility of sexual minorities, the politics of the gaze, the construction of archives, the role 
of photography that is activist, and the generation of new ideas about community and 
citizenship” (van der Vlies, 2012, p.142). On the other hand, one could find a more private 
archive on ideas about queer life in Kenyan prison life writing, where Osinubi (2014) explores 
three Kenyan political prison narratives, J. M. Kariuki’s Mau Mau Detainee (1963), Ngugi wa 
Thiong’o’s Detained: A Writer’s Prison Diary (1981), and Maina wa Kĩnyatti’s Kenya: A Prison 
Notebook (2009), as “archives of anxious disputes over alternative sexual intimacies in Kenya at 
the very moment in which politicians formulated visions for a future after colonization” (p.152). 
Another end of the spectrum is the interventionist approach in formal (higher) education 
system. Journalism education at Rhodes University uses a “critical praxis approach”, attempting 
to “educate excellent (professional) journalists” who could have career prospects, while being 
attentive to social justice and social changes as “guided by an overt political mission to cultivate 
a journalism that is not necessarily ‘in sync’ with the wider field”(Boshoff & Garman, 2016, 
p.607). The first important issue is the ironical situation where most undergraduates came from 
the economic and cultural elite, with specific intentions to accumulate the symbolic and cultural, 
capital which Rhodes University bestows. The second is that although students were confronted 
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with their privilege, and asked to make choices and take up positions, what the students have 
actually done when they entered the journalism and media field remained unknown. Thus 
longitude studies are required to examine, as the authors argue, whether this critical journalism 
education has indeed influenced the play and configuration of power within the field, and how it 
has enabled “students to act autonomously and create media products that are not 
overdetermined by economic and political considerations… to leverage their autonomy and 
intellectual capital in South Africa’s media houses and newsrooms” (p.619). 
A relatively middle ground in this spectrum is the use of indigenous folk culture in public 
education systems, though as extracurricular arts. Indigenous musical arts education in post-
apartheid rural South Africa (an ethnographic case study of school musicking in the Ingwavuma 
district of KwaZulu-Natal), indicates how much work needs to be done in the context of class 
inequities, public/private educational divisions, Western musical theory/taste domination 
asserted by the elites and middle class, among other formations (Pooley, 2016). For rural 
students, indigenous music widely practised as an extracurricular activity did not develop the 
skills in music literacy required for entry into tertiary education or the music industry.  By 
contrast, students at private schools benefited from high quality education in Western musics 
through independent examination boards. In the wider scenario of class and cultural domination, 
“Eurocentric arts and arts epistemologies are resilient sites of domination” and policy reforms 
“have failed in practice and remain hamstrung by theories of music literacy which are alien to 
African indigenous arts” (Pooley 2016, p.652). If musical arts education is to become an 
egalitarian practice, the author argues, then “it must reconcile with the full range of indigenous 
musical practices on offer, and these must be taught in recognised learning areas” (p.652). 
Another example of bringing folk culture and popular culture into conversation with higher 
education academic work is dance. In a 2006 special issue of Critical Arts, Young-Jahangeer & 
Loots (2006) charted the complex terrains of contemporary dance and music practices in Africa. 
This work began as the result of a four-day conference (August 2004) which aimed to look at the 
dance performance practices of contemporary Africa, bringing together dance makers, dancers, 
critics and academics from throughout Africa. First, this issue builds up a platform not only for 
an international readership to understand the complexity of contemporary African cultural 
production, but also for African cultural producers to speak, by creating a space for “the 
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unmediated voices of many of Africa’s dance and music makers”, from the Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), Nigeria, Mozambique, South Africa, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Mali 
(p.3). Second, this issue takes dance as a performative form of representation and identities 
seriously. The central concern is the contestation over African identities and Africa-ness: as 
choreographers, dancers and musicians are inevitably responding to the questions “What is 
Africa? (Where am I?); What is an African? (Who am I?); and Why am I? The ‘why’ question is 
not so much existential as ideological” (p.2). Both as white women and artists/activists, the 
editors Young-Jahangeer & Loots (2006) positioned themselves as “African”, and in the context 
of some African artists were opting for other identities instead of being African, they insisted on 
taking a strategic position that “when Africa as a whole is trying – for the first time in history – 
to forge unity and a collective identity through such things as the African Union (AU) and the 
African Cup of Nations, the disowning of this identity seems misplaced and unfortunate” (p.7). 
3.5 Continental and diasporic African intellectual work 
Last but not least, we move to a scenario of continental and diasporic African intellectual 
work, as another case of what we can do about African cultural studies and what it can be used to 
do. Articulating continental and diasporic African identities is complex, multiple and sometimes 
contradictory (e.g., Wright, 2002, 2003). So is the intellectual and educational work by African 
progressive scholars. Two cases show what such complex progressive intellectual work might 
look like: first, a case on African academics and intellectuals in the diaspora in relation to 
Western discourses of empowerment (Wright, 2006), and second, a case on a Pan-African 
intellectual community working on the African continent in context of industrialization and state 
projects (Chen & Yoshihiko, 2016).  
In the first case, Wright (2006) in a special issue on International Education brought 
together “progressive continental African academics (Ali Abdi, Nombuso Dlamini, Constantine 
Ngara, George Sefa Dei) working educational studies in the context of the Canadian academy 
with and “against the progressive, predominantly western constructed discourses of 
empowerment” (p.3).  While appropriation refers to the fact that “we find these discourses 
useful, supportive of our politics, and employ them in our work”, ambivalence signals “we 
sometimes find that Africa, Africans, and Blackness are marginalized or not well represented 
within these discourses or that these discourses are inadequate and contradictory vehicles for 
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articulating our positions” (p.6). The alternatives, in turn, include the formation of a hybrid, 
globally diverse set of knowledge systems (Ali Abdi), anti-colonial education (George Sefa Dei), 
“a distinctly native African cultural studies, and an African cultural studies constructed in 
conversation with international cultural studies” (Wright, 2006, p.12).  
The second case is the Council for the Development of Social Science Research 
(CODESRIA), headquartered in Dakar, Senegal, which works as a Pan-African intellectual 
community. This work is exemplified by an interview with the CODESRIA past president Sam 
Moyo, published in Inter-Asia Cultural Studies (Chen & Yoshihiko, 2016). Three points are 
important. First, the strategic direction of “South-South tri-continentalism” (p.117) which uses an 
African continental-based network to collaborate with Latin America (e.g., Brazil) and Asia 
(e.g., India), pulling together knowledge and depth in the South. The Agrarian South is a move in 
that direction. Second, the need to build sufficient networks in place within the African continent 
in order to build wider transcontinental network, and to be more attentive to the changing global 
context in the 2000s – “the war on terror, the economic crisis, the Iraq war, post-soviet 
developments, emerging China and Brazil – the context itself has been building the new 
practice” (p.117). Third, the tensions between African states and scholars: while the African 
Union has a big agenda of industrialization, some scholars (even those with left-leanings) are 
quite cynical about African governments – some are not strongly invested in the Pan-African 
projects, and some prioritize populist movements from below instead of state projects (p.126). 
Conclusion  
In this review and overview of African cultural studies, we have explored three primary 
(concurrent) currents, namely, ideological debates in African-ness, regional manifestations of 
African cultural studies, and institutional-grassroots dynamics. Our selection of issues and 
categorization of aspects are meant to produce a necessarily partial overview, and the selected 
highlights are meant to be strategic and suggestive for the readers to make sense of and take on 
particular issues seriously. For example, there is a renewed interest in using Ubuntu – not quite 
as a prospective Pan-African knowledge – but for its utility as part of a decolonisation project, 
especially in the South African context of higher education, and especially in cases where 
“efforts to decolonise can deepen coloniality”  (Tavernaro-Haidarian, 2018, p.104). The 
complexity and changes of the African landscapes, African-ness, and indeed African cultural 
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studies defy any general, sweeping conclusion. Therefore, we would encourage engaged readers 
to look to specific journal issues, for example the special issue of Critical Arts (Arseneault, 
D’Adamo, Strauss & Wright, 2016) on “Contemporary African Cultural Studies”, for more 
nuanced representations of where African cultural studies has been and especially where it is 
now and where it appears to be headed.  
We are quite aware of the limitation of this review, in three senses. First, with an analysis 
primarily based on English academic journal articles, we have not engaged primary resources in 
other languages (and hence are contributing to the problem of the dominance of English as the 
medium of articulating global cultural studies). The most obvious example is literature in African 
languages, but also work in the other colonial languages of French, Spanish and Portuguese as 
well as work in additional languages including Russian and Chinese.  Second, with a focus on 
mapping contemporary contexts and cases across fields, we are yet to provide a comprehensive 
global genealogy/archive of African-heritage solidarity work on African-ness and Black-ness. 
For example, there is a recently published book on the historical formations of 1968 Congress of 
Black Writers held in Montreal, Canada (Austin, 2018), which projected Pan-Africanism as a 
unifying theme and convened African-heritage intellectuals from the Caribbean nations, Canada, 
the USA, and the UK. Third, our very intellectual production in the form of writing this review is 
partly (perhaps primarily) embedded in an institutional context of higher education, and with this 
academic positionality, the review presented here is in a more or less conventional way than, say, 
presented in the form of grassroots performative articulation which is a crucial part of what 
African cultural studies does.        
Looking back and looking forward, we hope the following suggestions might prove 
useful in the continued articulation and examination of African cultural studies. First, we 
consider it essential to keep “doing” African cultural studies and furthermore to keep reflecting 
on African cultural studies’ utility in and of itself and as a contribution to the articulation of 
global cultural studies (Wright, 2016). Second, and relatedly, even as we continue to attempt to 
address cultural studies in coherent terms, it is important to recognize and work the increasing 
diversity of its articulation.  What is important here is not proliferation for its own sake but the 
importance of increased specificity and representation involved in novel and/or extended 
articulations.  For example, while anti-colonialism was always already an aspect of progressive 
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Pan-Africanist thought (and hence open to appropriation as cultural studies), there is something 
urgent and novel about the emergence of contemporary decolonial thought (e.g. “decolonizing 
African studies” as identified in the editor’s introduction to a 2018 issue of African Studies 
Review) and its potential as a significant aspect of African cultural studies.  The implication is 
that even as we welcome the diversity of approaches and conceptions that trouble a single 
trajectory of what African cultural studies was, is and will be, we need to remain vigilant about 
the politics of African cultural studies, conceived in continental or intercontinental terms, 
including the project of decolonization.  Finally, we want to make a point about political 
consciousness-raising, about the idea that, as C.L.R. James once put it, “you don’t play with 
revolution.” James held that “….we must look out and be prepared for a revolutionary 
development. At the same time, I was talking to people who, when you ask for some simple 
human democratic right, immediately call you ‘communist.’ So I say, you don’t play with it. … I 
am not calling everybody who asks for a human democratic right, or protests against some 
autocracy by the government – neither is he [sic] a communist nor does he [sic] claim to be. 
Immediately you call him [sic] ‘communist’ you are playing with it” (as quoted in Austin, 2018). 
We share James’ insistence on the seriousness with which we ought to take social justice work 
and the ordinary but immense difficulties involved when just demands and revolutionary 
enthusiasm are deliberately misrepresented, dampened or trivialized. In moving African studies 
forward we want to say, as strongly as possible: “you don’t play with African cultural studies.” 
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